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ABSTRACT

In this thesis we present content dissemination protocols for static and dynamic peer-to-peer (P2P) groups. In the first part of the thesis we delve
into the problem of inefficient content dissemination for static mobile device
users due to cellular congestion. We propose the Sangam Framework which
utilizes multiple radio interfaces and efficient scheduling policies based on
device resources. In the second part of the thesis we explore solutions for
efficient content dissemination for dynamic P2P groups. In order to obtain
more information about mobile users, we analyze user mobility traces and
attempt to construct a social P2P network. In the third part of the thesis we
combine the Sangam framework and the mobility analysis in order to design
the dynamic group based content distribution framework.
Solutions to the cellular network bandwidth problem have been presented
by the community such as usage of alternative wireless (e.g., 802.11 WiFi)
network and P2P file sharing over a group of wireless devices. However, often
the theoretical and simulation approaches for file sharing within multi-radio
P2P groups hide the complexity of systems and networks in real scenarios
such as heterogeneity of phones in a P2P group, issues with scheduling policies within a group of devices, group formation, etc. In the first part of the
thesis, we present Sangam (“confluence” in Sanskrit), an efficient cellularWiFi group framework for file sharing where we address extensively system
and network challenges in file sharing for real phone group scenarios. The
Sangam framework accounts in its protocol, policy and algorithmic designs
for (a) heterogeneity of phone group devices in terms of CPU and power levels, (b) different sizes and numbers of chunks in P2P part of the group-based
content distribution, (c) hybrid scheduling policies for chunk dissemination
within multi-radio wireless group environment, and (d) different group sizes.
Sangam validation shows the impact and difference for simulations when
considering real implementation of video file sharing within a cellular-WiFi
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group of Android phones.
In the second part of the thesis, we attempt to explore user mobility and
group formation. Smartphone users have created large virtual and physical mobile communities by virtue of their physical location and/or social
relationship with other smartphone users. Social scientists observe, log via
surveys, and classify these smartphone mobile communities according to their
social interactions. Some social scientists also consider coarse physical features to develop socio-physical models. On the other hand, computer scientists observe, log low-level fine-grained physical features, and classify these
communities according to their physical spatial and temporal measurements.
However these detailed physical measurements are not well reflected in existing socio-physical models.
We present the physical refinement of the existing socio-physical model for
Situated Wireless Communities (SWC) using physical phone traces of the
Mobile Learning Community (MLC) at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. We take the bottom-up approach where through data mining
and inference techniques, we analyze and infer from low-level physical phone
features new higher-level social group behaviors such as Physical Stable Temporal, Physical Stable Spatial, Physical Dynamic Temporal and Physical Dynamic Spatial behavior. Our results show that the MLC groups exhibit new
social behavior, in physical spaces across temporal and spatial dimensions
which were not identified in the existing SWC socio-physical model. Our refinement approach also shows the methodology using which one can identify
new socio-physical group behavior as more and more detailed physical phone
features are being collected.
In the third and final part of the thesis, we will present the Dynamic
Group Based Content Distribution Framework which combines the content
distribution framework presented in part one and mobility analysis of users
in part two. Initial P2P networks like Gnutella and Napster targeted scenarios where users were interested in popular media files. There was no social
aspect of users that was considered. It was a need based network. Users
willing to share the file were contacted, and based on the link quality the file
was downloaded by the interested user. The overlay links did not consider
social relationships, clustering of users with common preferences, etc. With
the evolution of the internet and its applications, social networking has become popular. The social graph that can be constructed, using data from
iii

social networking sites, provides a wealth of information. P2P networks like
Socionet and Prometheus use this information to construct smarter overlays
enabling users to query and fetch items more efficiently. With the large number of mobile phone users, P2P networks provide more advantages in terms
of bandwidth, power and download time efficiency.
Using the mobility traces collected by the University of Illinois Movement
(UIM) tool and the Sangam framework, the Group Based Content Distribution Framework groups different mobile users together at different locations.
Using metrics such as average duration of time spent by a user at a given
location, overhead of peer membership, distinct file segments offered by the
peer, etc., for P2P links, a central server groups mobile users and schedules
distinct file segments. The evaluation of the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework shows the bandwidth overhead and increased
download time of peers in the absence of the Dynamic Group Based Content
Distribution Framework.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
The surge of mobile devices in the electronic market today has led to its
becoming a part of everyday life of people in an expedited fashion. Mobile devices have improved their processing power and networking capacity
tremendously over the last decade. The rise of the smartphone industry
has only led to the explosive demand and surge of mobile applications that
serve different needs of users such as organization, travel, communication, entertainment etc. Applications related to communication and entertainment
almost always require a constant internet connection. Studies show that
there is an increasing trend in the number of streamed/downloaded videos
by mobile users [3]. The cellular bandwidth is limited and as the number of
mobile users increases, problems relating to bandwidth congestion causing
high download times and slow internet connectivity drastically reduce the
quality of service (QoS) provided to mobile users. Solutions to the cellular
network bandwidth problem have been presented by the community such as
usage of alternative wireless (e.g., 802.11 WiFi) networks, peer-to-peer (P2P)
file sharing over a group of wireless devices etc.
P2P networks have gained immense popularity since their inception [6].
Two important contributions of P2P networks when compared to a traditional client-server architecture are 1) ability of users to share content in a
distributed fashion without a central server and 2) ability of users to download files from collocated peers and achieve bandwidth savings. All peers
in a P2P network form an overlay network over the underlying network infrastructure. Each peer may have a single peer link or multiple peer links
depending on the type of P2P network constructed. There are two types
of P2P networks - Structured and Unstructured. Structured P2P networks
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involve peers connected to one another over a structured topology. For example, Chord P2P network [43] is based on a distributed hash table (DHT)
overlay topology. The advantage of structured P2P is efficient large scale
implementation and bounded routing time for a query. However, the disadvantage is the maintenance of the structure during churn. Unstructured
P2P networks do not use any algorithm or topological rules for constructing
a P2P network. The links between peers are formed in an adhoc fashion.
There are three types of unstructured P2P networks 1) Pure P2P - no centralized control and all peers connect to one another in a distributed fashion,
e.g., Gnutella, Freenet, 2) Centralized P2P - a central node is used for bootstrapping and indexing files, e.g., Napster 3) Hybrid P2P - bootstrapping
nodes are deployed in the P2P network, e.g., Kazaa. Advantage of unstructured P2P networks is the ability to construct P2P networks in an adhoc
fashion and the disadvantage is the large number of flooding messages that
may result due to it.
P2P network applications were initially designed for wired networks, e.g.,
Gnutella, BitTorrent, etc. However the internet model has been evolving at
a fast pace. The sudden growth in the mobile device market has infused new
interest and ideas into the P2P networking field. The faster, more powerful
mobile devices introduced only reinforced the idea of smarter mobile P2P applications. As the number of mobile device users has increased, the demand
for applications that can enable content distribution in a local and global
fashion has also increased. Mobile devices have challenges with respect to
bandwidth, connectivity, memory etc. A group of local mobile device users
prefer to exchange content using the least amount of cellular bandwidth,
power and download time. A P2P mobile network is able to accomplish this
given the mobile device constraints and demands of users. To the list of
traditional challenges of P2P networks such as session interval length, number of peers, query failure and success, time to live, lookup latency, lookup
accuracy rate, bandwidth etc., we add the added mobile P2P challenges of
wireless connectivity, memory, device heterogeneity, power consumption etc.
However, often the theoretical and simulation approaches for file sharing
within multi-radio P2P groups hide the complexity of systems and networks
in real scenarios such as heterogeneity of phones in a P2P group, issues
with scheduling policies within a group of devices, group formation, etc. In
the first part of this thesis, we present Sangam, an efficient cellular-WiFi
2

group framework for file sharing where we address extensively system and
network challenges in file sharing for real phone group scenarios. The Sangam
framework accounts in its protocol, policy and algorithmic designs for (a)
heterogeneity of phone group devices in terms of CPU and power levels,
(b) different sizes and numbers of chunks in P2P part of the group-based
content distribution, (c) hybrid scheduling policies for chunk dissemination
within multi-radio wireless group environment, and (d) different group sizes.
Sangam validation shows the impact and difference for simulations when
considering real implementation of video file sharing within a cellular-WiFi
group of Android phones.
Mobile P2P groups are dynamic groups that are formed or disintegrate as
peers move from one location to another. The Sangam framework addresses
issues relating to content dissemination in static mobile P2P groups present
at a given location. The use of Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and GPS location traces
have formed the basis for a number of mobility models [28], [51], [35]. These
mobility models give us information about the pattern of movement followed
by people in different settings - university campuses, conferences, etc. In
these environments, the traces can be used to predict the future location
and interaction of different users. These traces only give information about
individual movements, possible future locations and interaction times.
Smartphone users have created large virtual and physical mobile communities by virtue of their physical location and/or social relationship with other
smartphone users. Social scientists observe, log via surveys, and classify
these smartphone mobile communities according to their social interactions.
Some social scientists also consider coarse physical features to develop sociophysical models. On the other hand, computer scientists observe, log lowlevel fine-grained physical features, and classify these communities according
to their physical spatial and temporal measurements. However, these detailed physical measurements are not well reflected in existing socio-physical
models.
In the second part of this thesis, we present the physical refinement of the
existing socio-physical model for Situated Wireless Communities (SWC) [44]
using physical phone traces [48] of the Mobile Learning Community (MLC)
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. We take the bottom-up
approach where through data mining and inference techniques, we analyze
and infer from low-level physical phone features new higher-level social group
3

behaviors such as Physical Stable Temporal, Physical Stable Spatial, Physical
Dynamic Temporal and Physical Dynamic Spatial behavior. Our results show
that the MLC groups exhibit new social behavior, in physical spaces across
temporal and spatial dimensions, which were not identified in the existing
SWC socio-physical model. Our approach also shows the methodology using
which one can identify new socio-physical group behavior as more and more
detailed physical phone features are being collected. The motivation for
refining the socio-physical model is for the future efficient management of
group mobility and development of mobile content dissemination protocols.
Initial P2P networks like Gnutella and Napster targeted scenarios where
users were interested in popular media files. There was no social aspect
of users that was considered. It was a need-based network. Users willing
to share the file were contacted, and based on the link quality the file was
downloaded by the interested user. The overlay links did not consider social
relationships, clustering of users with common preferences, etc. With the
evolution of the internet and its applications, social networking has become
popular. The social graph that can be constructed, using data from social
networking sites, provides a wealth of information. P2P networks like Socionet [32] and Prometheus [29] use this information to construct smarter
overlays enabling users to query and fetch items more efficiently. With the
increased number of mobile phone users, P2P networks provide more advantages in terms of bandwidth, power and download time efficiency.
In the last part of the thesis we present the design and initial implementation of the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework. The
design of the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework is motivated by the presence of data that provides social context to the P2P network. Using the mobility traces collected by the UIM tool [48], the Dynamic
Group Based Content Distribution Framework groups different mobile users
together at different locations based on the average duration of time spent by
a user at a given location, overhead of peer membership, non-overlapping file
segments offered by the peer, etc. Using these metrics for P2P links, a central server groups mobile users and schedules non - overlapping file segments
using the Sangam framework for content dissemination. The evaluation of
the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework shows the bandwidth overhead and increased download time of peers in the absence of the
Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework.
4

1.2 Contribution
This thesis presents a content dissemination framework for static and dynamic mobile P2P groups which has been designed using the fine grained
mobility traces collected from the UIM tool. The contribution of the thesis
is as follows:
1. We present an efficient file sharing framework for cellular-WiFi P2P
group of mobile devices.
2. The Sangam framework’s design and implementation accounts for system and networking issues encountered in implementing the file sharing
protocol on a group of Android devices.
3. The Sangam framework presented accounts for the heterogeneity of
mobile devices in the P2P group.
4. We present a refinement of the existing socio-physical Situated Wireless
Communities model using mobility traces collected using the UIM tool.
5. By applying data mining techniques to the low-level physical trace data,
we infer higher level social group behavior.
6. The Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework implements the formation of social P2P groups using the refined sociophysical SWC model.
7. Based on the Sangam framework, the Dynamic Group Based Content
Distribution Framework implements scheduling and content distribution for dynamic social P2P groups.

1.3 Outline
We first present the Sangam framework for content dissemination in static
P2P groups in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the data mining and inference
techniques employed to refine the socio-physical SWC model. In Chapter 4,
we present the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework which
uses the refined SWC model and the Sangam framework to develop content
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dissemination protocols for mobile P2P groups. The concluding remarks
along with the future work section is presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
SANGAM - EFFICIENT CELLULAR-WIFI
GROUP FRAMEWORK FOR FILE
SHARING SERVICE
In this chapter we present a framework for file sharing among a group of cellular - Wi-Fi enabled mobile devices. The framework model and assumptions
are presented in Section 2.4 and the problem description is stated in Section
2.5. This is followed by a description of the Sangam architecture in Section
2.6 and download protocol in Section 2.7. The implementation details are
presented in Section 2.8 followed by the evaluation in Section 2.9.

2.1 Introduction
The mobile smartphone industry has revolutionized the way that users use
the internet and connect with other users. One of the most popular services
provided by smartphones is downloading and playing videos. Cisco reports
that it expects video traffic to account for 60% of the global IP traffic by
2014 [3]. The network speed offered by current cellular interface is only a
few megabytes per second [5]. The cellular network bandwidth is becoming
saturated, hence file download services are suffering from long delays, losses
and even drop in connectivity in co-located group scenarios. Comparison
studies in [20] and [11] show efficiency of the Wi-Fi interface in comparison
to the cellular interface. The Wi-Fi interface not only provides a higher
throughput but also consumes much less power than the cellular interface
while downloading large files. In [41] we see that the transmissions over
cellular networks and Wi-Fi access points require the largest percentage of
power consumption in a device.
Furthermore we see increased growth of phones with access to multi-radio
wireless infrastructure such as cellular and Wi-Fi. In this chapter, we will
show that this type of multi-radio infrastructure can be very useful in military
scenarios or disaster management. For example, if no wired infrastructure
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exists in hostile or disaster locations, a group of nodes (phones) downloads the
encrypted file of interest over cellular in collaborative fashion by each phone
downloading a chunk of stored file and then exchanging chunks among peer
phones over Wi-Fi and/or Bluetooth as shown in Figure 2.1. It is also the
case that in a military scenario, a group of peers are likely to be interested
in the same file since co-located peers are deployed for a common mission.
Security concerns can be overcome by adopting network coding techniques
to encrypt file chunks.
Our solution, the Sangam framework leverages the proximity of the colocated group of peers and their interest in a common file to minimize the
file download time, cellular bandwidth use and energy consumption. Sangam
combines the cellular and Wi-Fi wireless interfaces to create a hybrid overlay
network for group-based file sharing. The target scenario where Sangam protocol can be applied consists of two network technologies of different speeds
and power efficiencies.

2.2 Background
The Ishare architecture and its simulation in [50] are the starting point of
our exploration into the real world mobile system design and validation of
the hybrid network. Ishare envisions a scenario where there are co-located
mobile devices requesting the same file from a server. The file of interest
is divided into segments and is downloaded by each of the peers over the
cellular network. The mobile device also requests file segments from other
mobile devices in the peer-to-peer network. In Ishare design, the download
from the server over the cellular interface and the download from the peers
over the Wi-Fi interface takes place simultaneously. Each file segment is
requested at random and each peer tries to download the maximum number
of chunks possible in the least amount of time.
Our original aim was to build the system with simultaneous download
over both cellular and Wi-Fi interface of the mobile device. However in
the real system framework we ran into many problems. For example, using
the requestRouteToHost function in the Connectivity Manager class of the
Android SDK [4] we were able to gain marginal success by specifying the
interface to be used for a particular IP. However, it was difficult to sustain
8

the connectivity of the cellular connection since the Wi-Fi interface is the
default network to be used. The increased drain of the battery power and
possible interference between the two transmissions was one of the reasons for
us to switch to a sequential download process as opposed to a concurrent one.
We envision a change in the hardware of mobile devices which will allow us to
use simultaneous network interfaces similar to the design mentioned in [39].
The addition of the WifiP2PManager class to the Android SDK starting from
Android 4.0 will enable us to use the Wi-Fi interface for peer-to-peer ad hoc
connections while simultaneously maintaining our cellular connectivity [9].

2.3 Related Work
There have been many hybrid models that have been suggested in order to
overcome the challenges faced by a pure client/server model over a single
network interface. The hybrid model takes advantage of the fact that there
are multiple peers interested in the same file content and uses a peer-to-peer
network to augment the client/server model. Rimac et al. [42] develop a
mathematical model to evaluate a hybrid model on the basis of churn rate,
object size and upload bandwidth. The evaluations show that the hybrid
model is sensitive to churn rate but performs better than the traditional
model in terms of resource allocation and time convergence.
There have been many suggestions for using the base station to assist in
the scheduling of P2P wireless networks. One of most common approaches,
as mentioned by Hsieh and Sivakumar [24] is to use the base station for deciding the scheduling of the P2P networks which will offer better throughput
due to diminished packet loss. The ICAM(Integrated Cellular and Adhoc
Multicast) architecture proposed by Bhatia et al. [12] puts forth the concept
of mobile proxies with the highest downlink rate that are used to forward the
data to other mobile peers. The problem of fairness is addressed by UCAN
(Unified Cellular and Ad hoc Networks. UCAN, proposed by Luo et al. [37],
introduces the concept of secure crediting. While selfish hosts are not assumed, there is a crediting system that is used to allow proxies and relays
transmitting information to be credited for their relaying work. Augmenting the existing cellular network with peer-to-peer communication is also
suggested in Madsen et al. [38]. The paper proposes cooperative network
9

of cellular and P2P networks called Cellular controlled P2P communication
networks. The mobile hosts use both the cellular network for communication
with the base station and a Bluetooth connection for communicating with
peers. An implementation of a file download process on Nokia phones N70
running the Symbian operating system posted decreased energy consumption
of about 44% with the download time being half the original time.
Sangam uses multiple interfaces on group-based mobile devices in conjunction with peer-assisted data dissemination. There have been several
approaches that have used file segmentation at the server side. Hanano et
al. [22] and Kang et al. [27] propose a hybrid network architecture consisting
of cellular and Wi-Fi networks. The papers describe a file exchange algorithm in a peer-to-peer network with the help of a central server. Another
proposed solution by Dorial et al. [17] to deal with P2P downloads is by using
multicast groups. A single node is responsible for distributing a given range
of file segments to mobile nodes. The file is not striped across all mobile
nodes in this proposed approach. Huguenin et al. [25] propose an approach
for peer-to-peer video on demand. The file segments are downloaded in such
a way that the less advanced mobile devices get the latest file segments from
the server which is sent to the most advanced peer. In return, the least
advanced peer downloads the file segments from the most advanced peer in
order. This approach ensures that all mobile devices take part in the file
download process and that deadlines are met.
The concept of file segmentation and P2P download has been implemented
since the start of Napster, Gnutella and BitTorrent. However, since we are
using mobile devices that bring into consideration the challenges of mobility,
resource constraints and time, the implementation of BitTorrent directly on
mobile devices may not be practical. Ekler et al. [18] present a comparison
study by implementing the BitTorrent application on Nokia’s Symbian platform and the Java Micro Edition platform. The aim of the authors was to
examine the realistic possibility of constructing a peer-to-peer network using
mobile phones and investigating the challenges faced. Though Sangam uses
the concept of file segments and peer-to-peer networks, the idea of chunk
assignments based on resources of a group of devices and multiple radio interfaces is not mentioned by authors. Claudino et al. [15] implemented a file
sharing application over Wi-Fi interface using the Android 1.6 platform and
an existing Bluetooth file sharing application. The authors conclude that
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Wi-Fi is the preferred interface to transfer files in a peer-to-peer network.
These evaluations allow us to compare our results with [15] over the Wi-Fi
interface.
Tysowski et al. [46] implement a file sharing protocol on the Blackberry
and Windows Mobile. The mobile nodes download a fraction of the file from
the server using the cellular connection and then distribute file segments
among themselves using the Bluetooth interface. The results show decreased
download time and throughput for a large number of peers. Another implementation is seen in the Push and Track system by Whitbeck et al. [52] for
disseminating content to a large number of mobile nodes with a defined time
deadline. The system makes use of the ad hoc connections in the peer-to-peer
network and reduces the load on the wireless infrastructure. The push and
track system does not deal with large video files but is more tuned towards
traffic updates and news.

2.4 Models and Assumptions
Network Model: The network model as seen in Figure 2.1 assumes a group
of co-located and cooperative mobile devices that are equipped with cellular
and Wi-Fi interfaces. We call this a group of peers Gw = (V, E w ) where
V = 1, 2...., N with group size |V | = N and E w = {(i, j)|∀i, j ∈ V } where
(i,j) are peers connected via Wi-Fi network.1

Figure 2.1: Network Model
Connections between all group peers {1, 2, .., N } and the server S will
1

This P2P group can be connected using an AP in ad hoc mode. It does not affect the
overlay P2P connection.
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be over the cellular network. The communication connections between the
server S and the group devices represent edges E c = {(S, i)|∀i ∈ V } of the
network group Gc = (S ∪ V, E c ). At this point we assume Gc represents
the group of co-located peer devices that are interested in downloading and
sharing a common file. The Sangam system is represented by GSangam =
Gw ∪ Gc = G.
Data Model: Let the file of interest F be divided into m chunks represented by {f1 , f2 ..., fm }. Each of these chunks resides on at least one peer
once the chunk assignment and download from S is complete.
Resource Model: The battery level and CPU speed of the device are
queried and stored at the server S to assist with the chunk assignment and
scheduling. The server assigns chunks based on all resources of the entire
group of peers.
Table 2.1: Notations
Symbol
T
F = f1 , f2 , f3 , . . . , fm
m
fm i
n
N
Ei
B max

B

Pi
Ri

Description
Minimum File Download Time
File of Interest
Maximum number of chunks in
the file of interest
Index of chunk assigned to Peer i
Size of registered Group of Peers,
n≤N
Maximum Size of Group of Peers
Battery level of peer i (in percentage)
Maximum cellular and WiFi bandwidth of a group of
peers(incoming and outgoing)
Total cellular and Wi-Fi bandwidth of a group of peers (incoming and outgoing)
Number of chunks assigned to a
peer i based on a given policy
Ratio of chunks assigned to a peer
i based on a given policy

Mobility and Access Model: We assume that the nodes of the group
are static or are moving slowly, ensuring that all peers in the group stay
co-located. In this paper, we do not deal with dynamic group formations.
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The model assumes that a group of peers requests a common file of interest
(F ) from the server S within a registration time interval tarrival which is
approximately a few seconds long. It means, within our design, we currently
do chunk assignment and scheduling to peers for a group of peers G0 ⊂ G with
V 0 = {1, 2, ..., n} ⊆ V = {1, 2, .., N } who register with the server S within an
interval tarrival . After this interval tarrival , a new request to join the group of
peers and download a file F is treated as a new group request, where server
S groups all new requests from a new group of peers G00 ⊂ G and derives
new chunk assignments and schedule. The scheduled chunk assignments are
derived and disseminated to all peers in the group of peers once at least two
peers have registered with the server S.
Table 2.1 summarizes the notation above.

2.5 Problem Description
The problem is to download a file F from server S to all peers V of group
G, since all members of the group want to share the same file F at the same
time. This is an optimization problem of group file sharing. The overall
goal of the group’s file sharing is to minimize the download time T (F ) of
the shared file F over group G of peers, under the constraints of bandwidth
availability (B), file size (m), energy of the device i (Ei ) and group size (N ).2

Figure 2.2: Sangam File Download
The optimization problem for minimizing the download time of a file F
over a group of peers G:
2
Bandwidth availability includes cellular and Wi-Fi bandwidth availability within the
group G.
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min T (F ){G} subject to

(2.1)

P
B ≤ B max ;
Pi ≤ m; n ≤ N ; Ei ≤ 100
The problem is NP complete as shown in [47], [14]. We will apply heuristic
approach as follows: A peer in group G registers with the server S, specifies
the file of interest F within interval tarrival . During the registration phase,
each peer declares resource information such as CPU speed (in MHz), battery
level (in %) and available bandwidth (B cell ) to the server S.
1. The server S performs coordinated chunk assignment for group G of
registered peers on the file F , based on the received resource information from a group of registered peers in the interval tarrival ; i.e., the
server splits the file F into m chunks at the server S.
2. During download time over the cellular network, server S stripes file
chunks fmi ∈ F across the group of peers according to the coordinated
policies, as seen in Figure 2.2 and downloads the chunks to an assigned
peer.
3. During download time over Wi-Fi, peers exchange chunks fmi ∈ F in
P2P fashion, according to Bandwidth (B wif i ), energy (Ei ) and other
constraints. Peers request chunks from the P2P network using a pull
based mechanism as seen in Figure 2.2.

2.6 Sangam Architecture
The design of Sangam architecture encompasses registration of the group of
peers at the server S, chunk assignment and schedule by the server based on
the resources constraints at each peer. The registration process involves the
exchange of information between the server and group of peers. The server
performs coordinated chunk assignment on the file of interest based on the
received resource information from each peer. Some of the policies are as
follows:
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2.6.1 Coordinated Chunk Policies
The server upon completing the registration process for a group of peers G
begins assigning the chunks to different peers. The common file of interest
F is divided into m chunks F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fm }. Each peer is assigned a
range of chunks Pi based on different policies (see below) as a result of the
heuristic approaches to solve the optimization problem in Section 2.5. Using
the cellular connection between the server and G group of peers as a control
channel, the chunk assignment and peer list is sent to all peers to assist
in the file download process. Note that the chunks are scheduled at S in
the FCFS registration order for all scenarios described below. We propose
three different approaches to chunk assignment for the registered group of
peers. We present (1) equal chunk assignment, (2) chunk assignment based
on battery level, and (3) chunk assignment based on CPU speed.
1. Equal Chunk Assignment - Homogeneous system: This approach serves
as the baseline against which we compare other approaches. The server
S calculates the total number of chunks and divides them equally
among the co-located group of peers. This chunk assignment is what we
would expect in a homogeneous environment where all mobile phones
not only have the same underlying hardware but also the same version
of the operating system and radio interface optimizations. In the following equations, Riequal is the fraction of chunks assigned to each peer,
Piequal is the number of chunks assigned to each peer, n is the size of
the registered group of peers and m is the total number of file chunks.
Riequal =

1
n

Piequal = Ri m =

m
n

(2.2)

2. Chunk Assignment based on Battery Level - Heterogeneous system: [11]
gives us an energy model where the amount of energy used to transfer
50 kB of data over cellular network is almost twice the amount of energy
used to transfer the same data over Wi-Fi network. This is the basis for
the server to allocate chunks based on the amount of energy Ei in each
device. For a mobile node j, whose battery power Ej is relatively lower
than the power Ei of other mobile nodes i in the group G, it might be
beneficial to conserve the energy and be able to view the video instead
of completely draining its battery power. Another reason for other
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nodes i to support this unequal chunk management is to ensure that
all file chunks are downloaded and present in the G group of peers.
If a mobile device j loses its battery power in the middle of the file
download, all peers will be forced to request all chunks assigned to the
peer j from the server S over their cellular interface.
Figure 2.2 shows a possible scenario with peers having different battery
levels. Here Ribattery is the fraction of chunks assigned to each peer i,
Ei is the battery level of peer i and Pibattery is the number of chunks
assigned to peer i. 3
Ribattery =

PnEi

k=1

Pibattery = Ribattery m

Ek

(2.3)

3. Chunk Assignment based on CPU Speed - Heterogeneous system: In
order to account for heterogeneity, each peer sends its maximum CPU
speed (e.g., 800 MHz, 1 GHz) to the server during the registration
process. A faster processor might be handed a larger chunk assignment
from the server S as per this algorithm. Though there is an uneven
chunk assignment among the peers, there is a benefit for faster mobile
nodes to download a larger number of chunks from the server. The
faster peers either wait for the slower peer to complete the file download
of assigned chunks or end up requesting the chunks from the server
directly. Here Ricpu is the fraction of chunks assigned to each peer i,
Ci is the CPU speed of the peer i and Picpu is the number of chunks
assigned to peer i.
Ricpu =

PnCi

k=1

Ck

Picpu = Ri m

(2.4)

2.7 Sangam File Download Protocol
The download protocol takes place once the peer registration and chunk
assignment are completed. In order to download the entire file F , the peer has
Ribattery is a simplified equation and an approximation, but it can be more complex by
taking into account powerful models of network energy, CPU energy, application energy
etc. This equation is under the assumption that cellular network energy is more costly
than Wi-Fi network energy.
3
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to go through two download phases. In the first phase, each peer i requests
the server S for the chunks assigned to it in the FCFS registration order.
Between the first and second phases the communication interface is changed
from cellular to Wi-Fi. In the second phase, each peer i requests the G group
of peers for the remaining chunks as per peer list and chunk assignment
handed down from the server at the end of the registration process. In order
to avoid overloading any one peer in a given time interval by requesting the
same set of chunks, we use a round robin scheduling policy locally at each
peer. Each peer begins phase two of the download process by requesting the
peer whose ID is (peerID + 1) mod n. The peer ID is issued by the server S
at the time of registration.
A peer is unable to download all chunks from the server S and G group
of peers in the first attempt for two reasons. Firstly, there is an interval of
time during which the mobile node might be unreachable due to switching
between cellular and Wi-Fi interfaces. Since we assign chunks based on the
resource constraints of the nodes, all mobile nodes will not complete phase
one at the same time. In this case, a mobile node requests the peer for the
chunk that it was unable to download in phase two. Secondly, a chunk may
not be present among the group of peers. The mobile node then requests the
server for any chunks that might not have been downloaded by the group of
peers.

2.8 Implementation
Sangam has been implemented on the Android operating system version 2.1
and above. The file download application on the client side is present in the
user space and uses the Java API for socket connections. The turning off
and on of the cellular and Wi-Fi interface is carried out using the WifiManager class of the Android API. The phones used in the experimentation are
Droid, Nexus S and Nexus One. In Figure 2.3 we highlight the main modules
involved in the implementation of the client Sangam framework. The server
consists of a C program that accepts client connections and responds with
the requested file chunk. The server handles the registration of the group of
peers and the chunk assignment based on the received resource information
from the group of peers.
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Figure 2.3: Sangam Client Architecture
1. Registration: Registration of a peer at the server S allows the user to
specify the file of interest F , IP address (cellular and Wi-Fi interface)
and port number. The registration process also involves the mobile
node sending information about the battery level and CPU speed to
the server. We set up TCP connections over the cellular and Wi-Fi
interfaces to communicate with the server and group of peers respectively. Each peer is also assigned an ID that is used in the download
process.
2. Group of Peers Manager: After registration with the server S, the
mobile node receives the list of peers interested in the same file F
along with their IP address (Wi-Fi interface) and port number. Peer
management handles the storage of the IP address, port number, and
Pi chunks assigned to each of peers who are interested in the same
file F . The peer list includes an array of peers in G and their chunk
assignment. The peer list is used to request the chunks from the group
of peers in phase 2 of the download process.
3. Network Connections Manager: There are three TCP connections
that the peer sets up during the file download process. The first two
are used to request file chunks from the server and group of peers. The
third one is for handling incoming file chunk requests from other peers.
The connection to the server takes place over the cellular network. The
other two network connections to the peers take place simultaneously
over the Wi-Fi interface. The current cellular and Wi-Fi connection
status is maintained by the Network Connections Manager module.
4. File Transfer Manager: The File Transfer Manager is responsible
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for carrying out the download protocol. It is responsible for switching
interfaces between cellular and Wi-Fi in a timely fashion. It keeps
track of the number of chunks received from the group of peers and
services requests according to the chunk assignment handed down from
the server. It also ensures mutual exclusion when writing and reading
chunks from a given output file. The video file is present at the server
S and divided into chunks of size 2048 bytes.

2.9 Evaluation
The evaluation of the Sangam framework was carried out on Android phones
having an operating system version of 2.1 or greater. We used five Droid
phones which use the Verizon network for cellular connectivity 4 to the server.
To demonstrate the heterogeneity of devices we also used the Nexus One
device with a T-mobile cellular connection. The Verizon network uses CDMA
technology and offers an average speed of 848 kbps [7]. T-mobile uses GSM
technology with an average speed of 7.2 Mbps [1]5 . A maximum of five
phones were used during this evaluation and files of size 2.2 MB and 3.9
MB were requested. We used 802.11x Wi-Fi access point for connectivity
among the mobile devices. The Wi-Fi network used WPA2 protocol for
authentication. We carried out file download evaluations with chunk sizes
varying from 256 bytes to 4096 bytes. We found 2048 bytes to be the optimal
size which balanced the limited memory requirements of the mobile device
and the IP packet size.
In our evaluation, the File Download Time T (F ) is the most important
metric. Our goal is to minimize the time required by all peers to download
the complete file by solving the optimization problem in Section 2.5. In
some cases, when we assign chunks based on battery level, our aim is to
minimize file download time under the constraint Ei ≤ Eavailable where Ei
is the energy required by phone i to complete the file download process
and Eavailable is the phone’s total energy at the time of the file download
4

At the time of this experiment, only 3G cellular connectivity was possible.
The average download speed on a 4G/LTE network is 2.2 Mbps [2] which is lower
than a Wi-Fi network (6 Mbps and above). In this case, using the hybrid network will
results in greater cellular bandwidth and energy savings as compared to the decrease in
download time.
5
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process. Each resulting plot has the baseline cellular download time, server
download time over the cellular network and peer (P2P) download time over
the Wi-Fi interface. The Baseline Download - Cellular is the time taken to
download the entire file from the server over the cellular network. The Server
Download - Cellular is the time taken by a peer to download the assigned
chunks from the server over the cellular link and Peer Download Wi-Fi is
the time taken to download the remaining chunks from the group of peers
over the Wi-Fi interface (P2P download). The average download time for
Baseline measurements where 5 peers simultaneously request the entire file
of size 2.2MB from the server S over the cellular network was found to be
551.375 seconds with a standard deviation of 38 seconds over three trials. We
have conducted baseline measurements where 5 peers simultaneously request
the entire file of size 2.2 MB from the server S over the cellular network.
The average download time was found to be 551.375 seconds with a standard
deviation of 38 seconds over three trials. The download time per file chunk
of size 2048 bytes was 0.494 seconds.

2.9.1 Scenario 1 - Equal Chunk Assignment
In our first set of experiments we demonstrate the advantage of the hybrid
network using the Sangam framework. We assign file chunks equally to all
the peers in the group G. The group of peers G request a file F of size 3.9
MB from the server S. We carry out this request for 5 registered peers. In
Figure 2.4, each peer is downloading a smaller number of file segments over
the cellular interface. The majority of the chunks are now downloaded from
the group of peers over the Wi-Fi interface. The time taken to download
the file over the hybrid network is 445 seconds and the time to download the
same file over the cellular network is 1007 seconds. Hence the download time
decreases by 55.8%.

2.9.2 Scenario 2 - Chunk Assignment based on Battery Level
In our next experimental scenario we consider chunk assignment based on
the battery level. The peer with the greater battery level is assigned a larger
share of file chunks. In this case the metric that we choose to minimize is
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Scenario 1: 5 Peers - 3.9MB
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Figure 2.4: Scenario 1: File Download Time with Equal Chunk Assignment
Approach

Scenario 2: 5 Peers - 2.2MB
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Figure 2.5: Scenario 2: File Download Time for Chunk Assignment
Approach based on Battery Level

the file download time under the constraints of the battery consumption of
the peers. We consider a hybrid network with 5 peers of unequal battery
levels requesting a file of size 2.2 MB as seen in Figure 2.5. Table 2.2 also
demonstrates that peers with a lower battery level suffer a greater decrease
in battery power than the peers with a higher battery level over the course
of the file download process.
In [11] we see that the energy required to transfer 50 kB over 3G is 12.5J
as compared to 7.5J over Wi-Fi. The drop in energy if the entire file is
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Scenario 3: 3 Peers - 1MB
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Figure 2.6: Scenario 3: File Download Time for Chunk Assignment
Approach based on CPU Speed for the Droid
Scenario 3: 3 Peers - 1MB
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Figure 2.7: Scenario 3: File Download Time for Chunk Assignment
Approach based on CPU Speed for the NexusOne
downloaded over the cellular network is 563.2J. However if the hybrid network
is used, the drop in energy is 384.32J. In Figure 2.5, the peer with a battery
level of 40 is assigned a smaller share of chunks that need to be downloaded
from the server as compared to the chunk assignments handed out to peers
with higher battery levels. Due to the limited time spent downloading the
chunks over the cellular interface, peers with a lower battery level do not
suffer from a large drop in power level. Using the hybrid network we get a
decrease in download time of 53.7%.
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Table 2.2: Scenario 2: Download Time for 5 Peers
Peer ID

0
1
2
3
4

Initial
Battery
Level
50
40
80
40
30

Final
Battery
Level
50
20
80
20
30

Download
time(s)
251.351
238.686
285.429
288.402
241.465

2.9.3 Scenario 3 - Chunk Assignment based on CPU Speed
In order to account for the heterogeneity of nodes we assign chunks to the
group of peers based on the CPU speed level of the mobile devices. We use
two Droids that use the Verizon cellular network and one Nexus one that
uses the T-Mobile cellular network. The CPU level of the Droid phones are
800 MHz and that of the Nexus One is 998.4 MHz. All 3 peers request a file
of size 1 MB from the server. The Nexus One is assigned a greater share of
the file segments due to its higher CPU speed. Figure 2.6 of the Droid shows
a certain delay in switching interfaces and starting the download from the
group of peers. We notice the speed of download of the remaining chunks
from the group of peers by the Nexus One device is extremely fast (refer
Figure 2.7). The Droid (Figure 2.6) is able to leverage the faster Nexus One
device in order to complete its download. However, the faster CPU power of
Nexus One was not able to overcome the bottleneck of the throughput of the
cellular network. As we can see in Figure 2.7, the cellular download line of
Nexus One mimics the baseline plot in spite of having a greater processing
power. Using this chunk assignment scheme we are able to get a decrease in
download time of 22%.

2.9.4 Conclusion
We recognize the need to exploit the multiple interfaces on a mobile device
to improve its download capacity. The Sangam framework uses the cellular
and Wi-Fi links to improve the download time and reduces congestion of
cellular networks. Using efficient file segmentation techniques, the Sangam
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framework aims to optimize the file download time and resource usage of the
mobile devices in the P2P network.
The Sangam framework assumes that the groups of mobile devices are
present in one location and have multiple radio interfaces. However we know
that users move from one location to another over the course of a day. In
order to account for the mobility of groups of users, we need to study different user mobility patters. In the next chapter, we use the mobility traces
obtained from the UIM tool to help us understand group mobility characteristics. We apply grouping algorithms to the UIM data set to discern physical
temporal and physical spatial behavior. Based on this observation we refine the existing socio-physical Situated Wireless Communities model and
attempt to infer fine-grained social and physical context of the users. Using this knowledge of group mobility, we attempt to design a framework for
content dissemination for dynamic P2P groups.
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CHAPTER 3
PHYSICAL REFINEMENT OF
SOCIO-PHYSICAL MODELS FOR MOBILE
LEARNING COMMUNITIES
In this chapter we attempt to refine the socio-physical SWC model using
low-level physical UIM mobility traces. Using this refined socio-physical
model, we infer higher level social group behavior. In Section 3.2 we present
the assumptions and methodology used in refining the SWC model and in
Section 3.3 we present our inference framework and results.

3.1 Introduction
Traditional virtual social communities consist of people connected online
unimpeded by physical barriers (e.g., Facebook communities). However, as
smartphones are becoming ubiquitous, social scientists and computer scientists are interested in social interactions/relations of users and efficient
content delivery to users who use smartphones and tablets and create wireless communities. We observe that students tend to meet their class project
groups at the computer lab or homework study groups at the student lounge,
go to class, etc., at certain time intervals during the day. We also observe
that groups of students moving together from one location to another due to
common class schedules or group projects exhibit dynamic group membership behavior. Due to this grouping of students, a number of locations may
experience an unusually large number of Wi-Fi users during certain time intervals during the day. Hence the design of Wi-Fi infrastructure and internet
content distribution protocols would greatly benefit from understanding the
group gathering patterns as well as group mobility patterns.
The social scientists, based on surveys, are interested in classifications of
these wireless communities, and devise social models based on their social
interactions. Social scientists use a coarse physical and social classification to create socio-physical models. An example of the socio-physical
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model is Situated Wireless Communities [44]. On the other hand, computer
scientists are interested in physical properties of phones such as time, location, movement and mobility management of phone users in order to better
understand mobility patterns and hence improve content distribution and delivery to these wireless communities. Computer scientists use fine-grained
sensory features classification to create physical temporal and spatial
mobility and activity models of individual users. Hence, the main problem
addressed in this paper is how to refine the existing socio-physical models
using the fine-grained sensory information from phones, and discover new
socio-physical group behaviors.
There have been mobility models in the past that have attempted to
classify user behavior based on physical and social attributes. A mobility
model based on common social or physical context is proposed by Sun et
al. [44] called Situated Wireless Communities (SWC). Wireless communities
are formed by wireless networks ranging in size from small local communities
using LANs to digital cities such as a Helsinki village. Based on physical and
social contextual information that is provided by the mobile device of the
user, there are four major classifications [44] - Nomadic Clan, Nomadic Mix,
Settled Clan, and Settled Mix as seen in Figure 3.1. This socio-physical model
has very coarse physical domain granularity as mentioned above. Hence it is
not possible to accurately define and label group behavior.
Hui and Crowcroft [26] present a set of mobility models based on social
relationships among users derived from real life Cambridge data sets. Social
relationships between people are measured by how often two people meet and
how long they stay with each other. Four relationships are defined based on
this: Community, Familiar Strangers, Strangers and Friends. Though this
model makes use of real traces, the granularity of physical location is very
coarse. The classification is based on two parameters, familiarity and regularity, which cannot be used to conclusively conclude the given classification
tags.
The authors in [13] present the Home-cell Community-based Mobility
Model (HCMM) where people are attracted towards their community’s location. A node is attracted to an external cell based on the social connections
that the node has with the home-cell nodes. The mobility classification of
users in this model considers only the social domain. The physical location
is very coarse where each user is present in a grid with several other users.
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Figure 3.1: Situated Wireless Communities
In the past low-level sensors have been used to detect precise physical
movement of users. Some of the sensors that can be used to gather information about the user’s activity are microphones [45], accelerometers, compass
measurement [16], magnetometers [23], Wi-Fi, Bluetooth [48], [36], cameras,
ambient light, proximity, GPS, gyroscope, etc. By using a combination of the
previously mentioned sensors, the activity of the user can be inferred based
on patterns detected in the collected sensor data [34], [40]. Based on this
activity inference, a number of suggestions regarding the health of the user,
shopping preferences, etc., are made through mobile phone applications [30].
In the above mentioned models, the user’s location was detected and activity could be inferred, but the social domain classification of groups of users
was absent. The mobility models developed tried to classify the movement of
users based on previously traversed paths, aggregated path suggestion from a
central server, predictive path and contact based on past history of the user.
In summary, none of the above social mobility models or sensing inference
models are able to present the refinement of socio-physical models of mobile
learning communities.

3.2 Assumptions and Methodology
3.2.1 Assumptions
Online social communities such as Facebook and Twitter communities lack
physical contextual information while physical wireless communities such as
smartphone mobile communities lack social contextual information. How-
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ever, it is necessary to share both social and physical contextual clues to have
(a) an effective social interaction, (b) an efficient content distribution among
groups, and (c) an effective mobility management of groups and crowds.
In this chapter, we assume the socio-physical model of Situated Wireless
Communities (SWC) [44] as shown in Figure 3.1. The physical location
context is identified by the user’s connectivity to an area of interest. Settled
and Nomadic user groups refer to the static and dynamic physical location
context of the user. Settled users will be in one area of interest such as
university campus, where nomadic users will move from one area to another
area of interest. Clan and Mix user groups refer to the static and dynamic
social context of the users. Clan refers to a group of users who know one
another; users are acquaintances or friends. Mix refers to a group of users
who do not know one another. However, these users may be in the process
of getting acquainted or may have a common social context such as being
students at the same university, or local community.
To achieve refinement of socio-physical models using low-level physical
phone features, we will use the socio-physical SWC model. We will show that
using fine-grained cyber-physical sensory information, we can identify four
new instances of social group behavior not identifiable in the SWC model.
The four instances are: Physical Stable Temporal, Physical Stable Spatial,
Physical Dynamic Temporal and Physical Dynamic Spatial behaviors. In order to observe Physical Stable Temporal and Physical Stable Spatial behavior,
we need to observe the density of users (group size) at different locations.
Identifying the locations that are frequented by a large number of users specifies Physical Stable Spatial behavior. In the case of Physical Dynamic Temporal and Physical Dynamic Spatial group observation, we need to identify
proximity and movement of groups of users.
For example, identifying the locations that users frequent before coming together characterizes Physical Dynamic Temporal behavior. Identifying movement of groups of users in a given time interval defines Physical Dynamic
Spatial behavior. We propose to use mobility traces that have been collected
using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi scanning to refine the SWC model. These traces
provide fine granularity of physical movement and identification of proximal
users. Using this physical location and proximity information, we extend
the SWC model classification. By refining the SWC model we attempt to
observe and infer the above instances of social group behavior.
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Figure 3.2: Sample Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Trace
For identification of the four new instances of group behavior in the SWC
model, we will use sensory information such as Wi-Fi access point BSSIDs,
Bluetooth MAC addresses and timing information mapped to location, contact duration and contact time. These sensory information is taken from
mobility traces acquired by the University of Illinois Movement (UIM) [49]
scanning tool of the Mobile Learning Community at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. The mobility traces were collected using smartphones
carried by 123 undergraduate students, graduate students and faculties over
the course of 6 months from May 2010 to August 2010.
The UIM tool enabled Bluetooth scanning every 60 seconds and Wi-Fi
scanning every 30 minutes. Each Bluetooth trace as shown in Figure 3.2,
has a timestamp ti followed by the device name, device MAC address mi
and the signal strength of each phone present in the vicinity of the user.
Each Bluetooth MAC mi represents one user and each user is identified by
the integer ui mapped to its Bluetooth MAC mi . The Wi-Fi scan was used
to detect the MAC address of the Wi-Fi Access Point. The Wi-Fi trace as
shown in Figure 3.2 contains a timestamp ti followed by the SSID, BSSID ai ,
signal strength and frequency of the Access Point. We restrict our analysis to
on-campus locations and participants of the UIM tool experiment. We apply
the clustering algorithm presented in [48] to assign a location Li to each
group of Wi-Fi BSSID addresses logged at each ti by the UIM tool. Hence,
given a time ti , we are able to infer the location Li of the user ui provided the
user has a Wi-Fi trace at time ti . Using this physical location and proximity
information, we refine the SWC model in an attempt to observe and infer
the above instances of social group behavior.
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3.2.2 Methodology
In this chapter, we take the mobility traces collected by the UIM tool and
refine the SWC socio-physical model by Sun et al. [44], shown in Figure
3.1, in order to introduce physical spatial and temporal aspects of sociophysical group behavior. To refine the SWC model using fine-grained cyberphysical sensory information and infer new socio-physical group behavior,
our approach uses the following methodology. In Phase 1, we assume clean
records from phones but we still need to clean up (filter) the trace data for our
socio-physical grouping analysis. We filter and remove Wi-Fi traces which
contain access point BSSIDs located off campus since we are interested in
socio-physical on-campus group behavior of mobile learning communities.1
In Phase 2, we attempt to assign a location to each Wi-Fi record using
clustering techniques similar to [48]. Since any location (classroom, student
lounge, etc.) contains multiple Wi-Fi access points, Wi-Fi scanning results in
recording a location’s multiple access points in a single record. Each Wi-Fi
record consists of a timestamp followed by a list of access point information
(SSID, BSSID, signal strength, etc.).
Using the procedure in [48] we assign locations to groups of frequently occurring Wi-Fi access point BSSIDs. In Phase 3, we apply mining techniques
such as density based clustering (DBSCAN) [19] and Apriori algorithms [10]
to modified Wi-Fi traces post location assignment and modified Bluetooth
traces post clean up. We then categorize the group behaviors inferred into
four different physical classes according to the socio-physical model: physical
dynamic temporal (social groups are moving in time), physical dynamic spatial (social groups change in space), physical stable temporal (social groups
stay together in time) and physical stable spatial (social groups stay together
in space) behavior. In this section we provide a detailed explanation of the
procedure adopted in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of our methodology. Table 3.1
summarizes the notations used in this section. Section 3 will provide a detailed explanation of the procedure followed in implementing Phase 3 of our
methodology.
1. Phase 1: The input for Phase 1 are all Wi-Fi and Bluetooth traces
1

This phase can be expanded towards any data filtering algorithms and inclusion of
relevant physical phone features and contextual information that are of importance to
inference of users’ activities, group behaviors and/or crowd formations.
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Table 3.1: Notations and Terminology
Notation
Terminology
ti
record timestamp of record i
ui
Identification of user i
mi
Bluetooth MAC address of the phone i
ai
BSSID of the access point i
F
Set of good Wi-Fi records
W
Set of all Wi-Fi records
GR
Good Ratio metric
B
Set of BSSIDs
G
Similarity graph
C
Candidate Cluster Set
CF
Final Location Cluster
L
Location Map
as shown in Figure 3.2. We create a file that maps each access point
BSSID to an integer value. This enables easy recognition and analysis
of groups of access points during the mining process. We only map
the access points on campus whose SSID is “UIUCnet”. We extend
this mapping process to all the Bluetooth traces.Each MAC address
represents one user and is mapped to an integer ui .2 The output of
Phase 1 are all modified Wi-Fi and Bluetooth traces.
2. Phase 2: In the next step we assign a location to each Wi-Fi record
following steps similar to [48]. The input for Phase 2 are all modified
Wi-Fi traces from the output of Phase 1. The following steps explain
the location assignment procedure in more detail:
3. Obtain a good record set: To obtain the set of good Wi-Fi records
F from the set of all Wi-Fi records W , we apply the Frequent Item Set
algorithm [10] to calculate the mean and standard deviation of support
values3 of the BSSID pairs present in each record. All records W are
listed in decreasing order of their good ratio GR (ratio of standard
deviation to the mean of support values). The higher the good ratio
2

There can be multiple Bluetooth devices carried by a single user which may lead to
the over estimation of the density of users at a given location. To prevent this we only
record the MAC address of devices which have a device name such as “T-Mobile”, “G1”,
etc.
3
The support value of each candidate item set is the frequency count of occurrence of
the given candidate item set in a global item list.
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GR value, the greater the frequency of occurrence. From the ordered
list of records W , we add a record to the empty set F till the size of
BSSID’s recorded |B| is equal to the total number of BSSIDs recorded.
4. Construct a similarity graph: In the similarity graph G(V, E) to
be constructed, each good record Fi is a vertex vi . If the Tanimoto
coefficient [8] (refer Equation 3.1) of similarity between good records
Fi and Fj is greater than 0.1, an edge ei is drawn between the pair of
vertices vi and vj . The coefficient of similarity between two records Fi
and Fj represents the number of common Wi-Fi BSSIDs and suggests
that both Wi-Fi records were collected at the same location.

T (Fi , Fj ) =

|Fi ∩ Fj |
|Fi | + |Fj | − (|Fi ∩ Fj |)

(3.1)

5. Apply the Star Clustering Algorithm: From G constructed above,
order the set of vertices vi in decreasing order of edges. Cluster each
vertex vi along with all vertices vj that it has an edge forming a cluster
Ci . Remove all vertices vj repeat this clustering procedure till the
ordered list is empty. The list of clusters is called the Candidate Cluster
Set C. By collapsing clusters (records) with overlapping BSSIDs, we
obtain a single list of BSSIDs that represent a location.
6. Merge and Assign: Each cluster from the Candidate Cluster Set Ci
is merged with another cluster Cy if all the records in cluster set Ci
are a subset of the records contained in cluster set Cy . Each cluster
CFi in the final set CF is a set of records and is stored as the set of
BSSIDs present in each of the records. Each cluster CFi in the final
cluster set CF is assigned an integer representing a location Li . To
assign locations to each Wi-Fi record, BSSIDs of each Wi-Fi record
are compared with each cluster CFi and the cluster with the highest
Tanimoto coefficient of similarity is assigned to it.
In the following section, using the location assigned Wi-Fi records from
Phase 2 and modified Bluetooth records from Phase 1, we apply mining
techniques to identify new socio-physical grouping behavior in the spatial
and temporal domain of static and dynamic groups.
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3.3 Inference Framework
In this section we describe the grouping algorithms applied to the UIM data
set to discern physical temporal and physical spatial behavior in Phase 3.
Based on this observation we refine the SWC socio-physical model and attempt to infer fine-grained social and physical context of the users. Refer to
table 3.2 for a list of notations used in this section.
Table 3.2: Notations and Terminology
Notation
Dtemp
dki
hki
BTij
BTtempi
Dspa
Lspa
ULj i
BTspai
Udyn
CIi
Osi
CIsub

Terminology
Set of k largest groups identified at a given location Li
on a given month mi and day di
Day on which group Dtempi occurs at location Lki
Hour interval (e.g 11AM - 12PM) during which group
Dtempi is present at location Lki
Set of MAC addresses detected by user j of group Dtempi
during the hour interval hi
The intersection of BTij of different users of group
Dtempi during the hour interval hi
Set of k largest groups identified on a given month mi ,
day di and hour hi
Set of locations visited by groups in Dspa
Set of users present at location Lspaj during the hour hi
The intersection of BTij of different users of group Dspai
during the hour interval hi
Set of users identified at a given location Li on a given
month mi , day di and hour hi
Candidate item set of size i where i is 2,3,4 and 5
List of locations, months, days and hours of the occurrence of each of the candidate item sets in Csi
Subgroups derived from the main candidate item set
CIsi

3.3.1 Physical Stable Temporal Behavior
To explore the physical stable group behavior, we identify and study static
groups at different locations over time. In the three dimensional space of
location, time and density, we set the location to be a constant (Figure
3.3). We observe the density of users over the course of a day at different
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Figure 3.3: Physical Stable Temporal Behavior
locations. Using this graph, we try to understand the time intervals during
which content must be disseminated in order to reach the maximum number
of people. The high density points at different locations can be recognized to
facilitate efficient content dissemination. For example, when we observe the
density of users at a university coffee shop, we notice that the largest density
of users is observed at 12PM and 5PM. This corresponds to lunch time and
end of classes for university students.

Algorithm
We find the density of users at a given location during a given interval of time
using the density based clustering algorithm (DBSCAN) [19]. The following
steps detail the procedure:
1. Step 1: Our first step in applying DBSCAN is to define the Tanimoto
Similarity Coefficient [8] as the distance metric for any two users. We
define four attributes for each user - location Li , month mi , day di
and hour hi . The greater the similarity coefficient between two users,
greater are the number of common attributes and hence lesser is the
distance.
2. Step 2: To identify a cluster in DBSCAN, we decide if users belong
to the same cluster using the previously defined distance metric and if
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the size of the cluster is large enough to be relevant in our analysis. To
record the size of groups at a given location over the course of a day,
we find all users present at a given location Li on a given month mi
and day di without setting the hour hi attribute.
3. Step 3: We find k largest groups of users Dtemp and each of these
Dtempi groups visit a location on a given day dki of the experiment. On
each of the dki days of the experiment, we find the location Lki which
is visited by the largest group of users in the set Dtemp .
4. Step 4: To find the density of users present at a given location Lki ,
we use the Bluetooth traces to query the MAC addresses of all mobile
devices seen by each of the users in a given group. The hour hki during
which each user j is present at the given location Lki is found using
the Wi-Fi traces. We look at each hour hki in the Bluetooth traces
during which the user is present at the given location lki on the given
day dki . The set of Bluetooth MAC addresses recorded by each user
j in the hour hki is given by BTij . The intersection of all Bluetooth
MAC addresses recorded by each user j in the group Dtempi during the
time interval hki is given by BTtempi . The size of BTtempi is the density
of users present at the given location Lki during a given time interval
hki . By finding the density of users detected by different members of
the group Dtempi at different hour intervals hki , we are able to trace the
number of users visiting a given location over the course of a day.

Inference
The density based clustering algorithm can be used to obtain a list of days,
where the total density of users at certain locations is greater than a given
threshold. In Figure 3.4 we observe that the density at location 182 is highest at 5PM and 7PM which suggests that location 182 is probably a student
lounge. Using this data we can identify locations where there is a congregation of a large number of users at certain hours during the day. At university
campus locations, it might be useful to observe locations where delay tolerant content such as university news updates can be propagated at opportune
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Figure 3.4: Physical Stable Temporal Behavior
moments over an interval of time to enable maximum content reception and
propagation.

3.3.2 Physical Stable Spatial Behavior
To observe physical stable spatial behavior, we observe static groups at different locations at a given time. In the three dimensional space of location,
time and density, we set time to be constant (Figure 3.5). By observing the
density of users at different locations, we try to understand the deficiencies
in internet infrastructures. It is often the case that certain locations at a
given hour of the day are subject to a large number of people. For example,
campus coffee shops are generally crowded during the lunch hour. Internet
users are forced to deal with heavy network congestion during these time
intervals. We can identify locations where users experience heavy network
congestion by observing physical stable spatial behavior.

Algorithm
To observe physical stable spatial behavior of groups, we look at the density
of groups at a given time and location. We use the DBSCAN algorithm as
described above with a few modifications as detailed below:
1. Step 1: Follow steps 1 and 2 from Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 3.5: Physical Stable Spatial Behavior
2. Step 2: In order to view spatial domain behavior of groups, for any
given month mi and day di , we fix an hour hi in the day during which
we observe the density of users at different locations. The k largest
group observed is denoted by the set Dspa .
3. Step 3: We find all locations Lspa that are visited by each set of users
in Dspa on a fixed month mi , day di and hour hi . Each location Lspai
has a set of users ULi associated with it. To find the density at the
given location Lspai , we employ the method described in Section 3.3.1.
We use the Bluetooth traces of each of the j users present in set ULi
to detect the number of Bluetooth MACs recorded during the fixed
hour hi . The set of Bluetooth MACs detected by each user j is given
by BTij . The intersection of all Bluetooth MACs detected is given by
BTspai . The size of this set gives us the density of users present at a
given location Lspai on a given month mi , day di and hour hi .

Inference
The results in Figure 3.6 show increased density of users at location 185 and
552. It is often the case that in crowded locations, wireless network performance decreases because the wireless infrastructure has not been constructed
to withstand high density of users. For example, by looking at this data, we
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Figure 3.6: Physical Stable Spatial Behavior
know that Location 552 needs to be able to withstand 122 users. By analyzing these models, we are able to better anticipate user’s needs. We can also
infer the type of location given the density of users. For example if the density of users at a location does not increase beyond 30, it may be a classroom
or a conference room. If the density of users is above 50, it is most probably a
student lounge, classroom, computer lab, etc., in educational environments.

3.3.3 Physical Dynamic Temporal Behavior
Users move from one location to another either as a single entity or as part of
a group. The association of a user with a given group changes with time. In
order to observe physical dynamic temporal behavior, we identify the different mobility paths of users belonging to a group. The ”hot mobility paths”
of the users over time and location help us determine the different locations
that users pass through before forming a group. By observing physical dynamic temporal behavior of different groups, we are able to design efficient
content dissemination protocols. Based on the different locations that users
pass through, the content dissemination server is able to schedule distinct
chunks for downloading and sharing among the different group members.
For example, a group of students working on a common class project may
have a few classes in common. If some members of the group have a common ”hot mobility path” for some part of the day, the server can schedule
exchange of content between some members of the group before the entire
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group is formed at a location in the future.

Algorithm
To observe physical dynamic temporal behavior of groups, we use the Apriori
algorithm [10] to identify locations called Points of Interest (P OI) where
two or more groups meet and record the time interval during which group
membership stays constant. The procedure followed is detailed below:
1. Step 1: To apply the Apriori algorithm we list the set of users Udyni
present together at a given location Li , on a given month mi , day di and
hour hi of the experiment. We define the global list of occurrences to
be the list of all users Udyn . The Apriori algorithm involves generating
candidate item sets CI and removing infrequent candidate item sets
using the minimum support value.
2. Step 2: We start with candidate item sets CI2 of size 2 and iterate
through each user set Udyni in the global list. From each set of users
Udyni we find all possible non-duplicate two-user candidate item sets.
If the item set has already been recorded, we increment the occurrence
count else we add the new item set CI2i to the candidate item set CI2 .
3. Step 3: We find candidate item sets for three users CI3 , four users CI4
and five users CI5 . For each group such as CI2i , we list the location,
month, day and hour of each of its occurrences represented by O2i .

Inference
In Figure 3.7, users 7,45 and 98 are present at location 66 between 11AM
and 12PM. Users 45 and 7 move to location 182 where User 98 joins them
at 3PM from location 171. Since the three users meet only after 3PM, it is
possible for users 45 and 7 to exchange content before the arrival of User 98.
Since user 98 visits location 171, he/she may provide an information update
or delay tolerant content to users 45 and 7. By predicting movement of users
in a group, we can schedule content dissemination of files with predictive
deadlines.
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Figure 3.7: Physical Dynamic Temporal Behavior
We notice that movement of users 45 and 7 from location 66 to location
182 represents a possible social relationship. The users may be working on
the same project and hence be present at location 182. Location 66 may
be a classroom since all three users spend almost an hour at that location.
Location 182 may be a computer lab or student lounge. If we are able to
identify the location and time interval during which users meet, we may be
able to infer the degree of familiarity between users.

3.3.4 Physical Dynamic Spatial Behavior
To observe physical dynamic spatial behavior, we identify and track different groups of users over time. We identify that path taken by members of
different groups over time and locations. We attempt to identify ”hotspots”
- which are meeting points of different groups. In observing the above group
behavior, we attempt to answer questions relating to the average amount of
time that a group stays together and locations visited by the group during
this time. By understanding group behavior, we are able to identify locations
where maximum number of groups meet and hence result in efficient content
dissemination. For example, a computer lab is a ”hot spot” where students
who are working on the same project meet to discuss class assignments. A
number of groups meet at the same location periodically.
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Figure 3.8: Physical Dynamic Spatial Behavior
Algorithm
To observe physical dynamic spatial behavior, we find the intersection of
different occurrence sets O2i with O2j or O3k to identify multiple points of
interest on a given day. The procedure is detailed as follows:
1. Step 1: We begin with the occurrence set O5i of the largest group
CI5i . Each instance of the occurrence set O5i represents a location Li ,
month mi , day di and hour hi where a group of 5 users are present. For
each instance O5i , we note the month m5i and day d5i .
2. Step 2: For each occurrence set considered O5i , we find different subsets of CI5i that are present in different candidate sets CI2 , CI3 etc.
and look at the corresponding candidate occurrence sets. We represent
the subgroups that occur on the given month m5i and day d5i as CIsub .
3. Step 3: We also scan through the candidate item sets of sizes 2,3 and
4 that have users present in the larger group CI5i . The candidate item
set found is added to CIsub if it occurs on the given month m5i and day
d5i . The candidate item set need not be a subset of CI5i
4. Step 4: Using the Bluetooth traces of each of the users present in the
set CIsub , we plot the movement of each user over the course of the day
d5i in the month m5i .
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Inference
In Figure 3.8, the candidate item set of 5 users are 17, 73, 26, 98 and 91.
Users 7 and 45 are derived from this core group. We plot the movement of
all 7 users on 4/5/2010. All users are present at location 182 between 8PM
and 9PM. Users 26 and 91 are present together at location 66 between 9AM
and 10AM. Users 91 and 7 stay at location 66 for an extended period of
time from 10AM and 3PM. All users join users 17 and 73 at location 182 at
different points during the day. From this model. we can develop a content
dissemination protocol for different groups of users given the approximate
time spent together at a given location. Since user 7 moves from one group
to another at 3PM, we can use user 7 to transmit file chunks intended for
users 98, 17 and 73. Since we know the locations visited by users, we can
look into caching content at locations 66 and 182.
We can also estimate the social relationships between users given the extended periods of time that users spend together. Location 182 could be a
computer lab or a student lounge. All users meet at this location at the end
of the day which is often the behavior of students working on common group
projects. Location 66 can be a classroom given that students are present in
that location between 8AM and 3PM. We also notice that users 91 and 7
may share similar class schedules while users 17 and 73 may be close to a
project deadline. This would explain their presence in location 182 for the
entire day.

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we identify that the socio-physical model developed by social
scientists is incomplete in the physical domain and the physical mobility
model developed by computer scientists is incomplete in the social domain.
We use data mining techniques on user mobility traces collected using the
UIM tool. By analyzing the mobility traces we refine the SWC socio-physical
model to answer questions about user mobility and group behavior.
In the next chapter we use the social contextual information obtained from
the refined socio-physical SWC model and combine it with the content dissemination Sangam framework in order to construct a Dynamic Group Based
Content Distribution Framework for mobile P2P networks. We present the
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design and partial implementation of the group based content dissemination
framework on Android phones and evaluate the implementation of the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework using a model scenario.
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CHAPTER 4
DYNAMIC GROUP BASED CONTENT
DISTRIBUTION FRAMEWORK FOR
UNSTRUCTURED P2P NETWORKS
In order to form a social P2P network and schedule content dissemination
efficiently, we need to define different metrics based on which P2P networks
will be formed. In this chapter we present the Dynamic Group Based Content
Distribution Framework which uses social contextual information obtained
from mobility traces (Chapter 3) for content dissemination among a group
of users (Chapter 2).

4.1 Introduction
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have gained immense popularity since the time
of its inception [6] since users are able to share content in a distributed fashion
without a central server and are able to download files from collocated peers
and achieve bandwidth savings. All peers in a P2P network form an overlay
network over the underlying network infrastructure. Each peer may have a
single peer link or multiple peer links depending on the type of P2P network
constructed. The two types of P2P networks - Structured and Unstructured
have their own advantages and disadvantages. Structured P2P networks
involve peers connected to one another over a structured topology such as the
Chord P2P network [43]. The distributed hash table (DHT) overlay topology
is efficient for large scale implementation and offers certain bounds on routing
a query. However, the disadvantage is the maintaining the structure during
churn. Unstructured P2P networks do not use any algorithm or topological
rules for constructing a P2P network. The links between peers are formed
in an ad hoc fashion. There are three types of unstructured P2P networks:
1) Pure P2P - no centralized control and all peers connect to one another in
a distributed fashion, e.g., Gnutella, Freenet, 2) Centralized P2P - a central
node is used for bootstrapping and indexing files, e.g., Napster, 3) Hybrid
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P2P - bootstrapping nodes are deployed in the P2P network, e.g., Kazaa.
The advantage of unstructured P2P networks is the construction of P2P
networks in an ad hoc fashion and the disadvantage is the large number
of flooding messages that may result due to it. In designing the Dynamic
Group Based Content Distribution Framework we consider unstructured P2P
networks since users are able to form groups in an ad hoc fashion without
maintaining any structure.
The sudden infusion of mobile devices into the wireless ecosystem has resulted in a surge of new ideas and implementations of mobile P2P networks.
As the number of mobile device users has increased, the demand for applications that can enable content distribution in a local and global fashion
has also increased. P2P networks have been a popular method of sharing
content among users without the efforts of a central scheduler. Napster [6],
Gnutella [21] were some of the initial P2P file sharing services that gained immense popularity during the early 1990s. Users formed P2P networks based
on their common interest in a file. With the advent of mobile devices, the
number of different P2P services only increased.
Mobile devices users formed P2P networks with other users who were
present in their vicinity based on their common interests. However P2P
networks have a number of drawbacks such as fairness, churn, etc., which
have carried over to the mobile P2P networks. Churn is characterized by
new peers joining or leaving the P2P network, multiple failures occurring or
any event that leads to a change in the membership of the P2P network.
Churn in P2P networks results in an increased number of membership messages, missed download deadlines, inefficient scheduling of file segments, etc.
The initial formation of groups is important in order to prevent premature
leaving of nodes in a P2P network. Studying Churn and its effects is an
important part of P2P network analysis as it is an indicator of the stability
and resilience of the P2P network. In this chapter we attempt to counteract
churn by using addition social contextual information about the user to form
a Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework for mobile P2P
networks.
In order to counteract churn, age of nodes as a link metric, structured
P2P networks etc have been proposed in order to improve the stability of
P2P groups. In recent years, with the introduction of social networks and
pervasive use of mobile devices, we are able to obtain a wealth of social
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Figure 4.1: Possible Link Metrics for a Social P2P Network
and physical contextual information about the mobile user. In addition to
finding out more about the people that a mobile user may be acquainted
with, we are also able to pinpoint the current and future location of the user
using applications such as four square, personal calendars, etc. Recent P2P
networks [32], [29] have started to introduce these additional social contextual
information when determining the P2P links and the corresponding weights
on the edges. These P2P networks are called social P2P networks. The
common preferences of one user with another increases the P2P link weight
and hence the probability of link formation between the two users. The links
can be based on common interests of the two users, common likes/dislikes
about different subjects/products, etc. The weight of these links can be a
counter or a weighted sum of the above mentioned possible link metrics.
In order to form a social P2P network and schedule content dissemination
efficiently, we need to define the different metrics based on which the P2P
networks will be formed. The Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework works in a scenario where a large number of users are interested
in the same content and the content has a relaxed download deadline. For
example, in university campuses it may be beneficial to disseminate content
about events held at the university to all students. This information needs
to reach all students by the event time but it is not necessary for all users to
download it in the shortest amount of time possible. The decision to form
mobile P2P groups at a given location is based on the average duration spent
by a user at a given location, future locations visited by the user, density
of users at different locations and contribution and overhead of new users
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(Figure 4.1). The Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework
attempts to use all three inputs to decide group membership at a given
location and schedule file segments based on the Sangam framework (refer
Chapter 2).

4.2 Related Work
In order to design the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework, the related work in this section is focused on the different link metrics
that have been proposed to overcome churn in P2P networks. There are two
social P2P networks - Socionet [32] and Prometheus [29] which both focus on
constructing P2P links based on common user preferences and social network
data. The two other P2P networks described in this section - Age-based protocol [33] and Churn Resistant Protocol (CRP) [31] - are based on the age
of a node and network characteristics of the P2P network.
The Prometheus P2P network is a structured P2P network. Its underlying
structure is a Distributed Hash Table (DHT). Socionet and Age-based P2P
networks are unstructured P2P networks. The CRP is implemented on a
hybrid P2P network, a blend of structured (base ring with a successor list)
and unstructured (overlay links) network. Unstructured P2P networks are
preferred when dealing with large churn scenarios since maintenance and
repair of structured P2P networks introduces considerable overhead.
The CRP protocol [31] uses network latency and node degree to construct
stable and churn resilient P2P networks. The metrics used to evaluate this
system are average delivery delay, average control messages, average message
replication ratio etc. However the authors do not evaluate query hit or other
metrics which evaluate the efficiency of finding and retrieving data in a P2P
network. The CRP protocol’s aim is to disseminate data and it assumes all
users are interested in this data. This might be the case for news broadcast
information but for a user trying to find an audio file of a certain genre,
flooding the entire P2P network may not be useful. The metric used for
constructing and maintaining the link needs to be better defined in order to
construct meaningful overlay networks.
The age-based overlay [33] network moves in that direction by proposing
P2P links based on the age of the node. A simple monotonically decreasing
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function of age in the network is proposed to characterize a node’s reputation.
The authors assume that nodes will stay longer in the P2P network since an
increase in reputation directly translates into more node connections. This
may not always be true when users move from one location to another as
is the case in mobile P2P networks. The Dynamic Group Based Content
Distribution Framework accounts for the average duration of time spent by
users in different locations using mobility traces of the user that have been
collected in the past. The two metrics used to evaluate this protocol are average path length and clustering coefficient. Though the links are constructed
using a metric other than network characteristics, it does not indicate the
interest/preference of the user.
Socionet [32] constructs an overlay graph based on the user preferences
mined from social networking data. Each link is weighted using a similarity
metric. In Socionet, the authors use a music database to mine user preferences and construct the overlay network. The metrics used to evaluate the
system now focus on query success ratio, recall rate, precision rate, number
of successful matches during different churn scenarios, etc. The authors build
and analyze P2P networks based on how efficiently a user is able to query
data items given the additional input of a social graph.
Prometheus [29] builds on this idea and uses data from multiple sources
such as Online Social Networks, collocation, viewing the same website etc.
It uses a Distributed Hash Table based overlay and replicated storage for
collecting and storing social sensor data. Since most of this data is sensitive,
the authors introduce public key cryptography and access control lists to
control the access of each user’s information. The user decides the location
and access of its online sensor data. The applications using this data create
a geo-social graph with labeled interactions and their corresponding weights.
The metric used to evaluate the system is average response time. Since
some amount of time is spent querying user’s social graph information from
Prometheus, a certain delay is associated with the system. However, the
user can query a range of information and use it to build a number of P2P
applications.
Both Socionet and Prometheus compare their P2P overlay links based on
social contextual information as opposed to random links. In both systems,
socially aware overlays perform better than random overlay networks. Only
Socionet is evaluated under churn and it performs better than a random
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network. Though the CRP and age-based overlays were not constructed randomly, and link weight calculation involved some metrics related to network
latency, node degree, etc., user preferences were not considered. Hence socially aware overlays provide fast, efficient and relevant data to the user.
Table 4.1 compares the four P2P systems based on the metrics used for
determining link weight and evaluating the system. The Dynamic Group
Based Content Distribution Framework builds on the idea of better performing socially aware P2P overlays by using mobility traces collected using the
UIM tool to extract social contextual information about the users in the P2P
network. Using the mobility traces, the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework is able to mine information about the average duration
spent by a user at a given location, the possible future locations that will
be traversed by the user, possible social acquaintances, density of users at
different locations, etc.
Table 4.1: Comparison based on Link and Evaluation Metrics
Protocol
Churn Resistant
Protocol

Age-based Protocol
Socionet

Prometheus

Link Weight Metrics
Proximity Weight =
α* Capacity Proximity Weight(CPW)+(α
- 1)* Network Proximity Weight(NPW)
age of the node

Evaluation Metrics
Average delivery delay, Average control
messages,
Average
message
replication
ratio
Average path length,
Clustering coefficient
User preference based Query success ratio,
similarity index
Query recall rate,
Query precision rate,
Similar hit ratio,
Number of successful
query matches during
churn
Social sensor data Average response time
from OSNs, contact
lists etc.
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4.3 Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework
The Group Framework assumes that a large number of users are interested
in a given content. It does not optimize file download time for any of the
users in the P2P network since we assume a scenario of relaxed download
deadlines. To determine the location of a user, the Dynamic Group Based
Content Distribution Framework assumes that we are able to obtain the
location information of a user with very fine granularity. For example, we
can distinguish between two users on two different floors of a building. The
scenario where the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework
may be useful is in universities where a student may need to be informed
of important guest speakers or events that will be held in the coming days.
As long as the user receives it before the event, the content is considered
to be relevant and hence the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework does not optimize file download time.
The approach taken by the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework to schedule the different files is to define time intervals during
which segments of a given file of interest are disseminated among the different
mobile users. This is similar to the Sangam framework seen in chapter 2.
Each file of interest is divided into segments. A given number of file segments
are disseminated to a P2P group in one epoch of time. An epoch of time is
defined as the time interval that is required to schedule file segments among
a P2P group and the subsequent exchange of these file segments among
themselves.
The Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework employs two
different models in conjunction with one another. The Client-Server model is
used to define the relationship between the central server and all the mobile
users in the various groups. The P2P model defines the relationship between
the different mobile devices of users who form groups based on the Dynamic
Group Based Content Distribution Framework and exchange content. The
central server is in charge of group membership and content scheduling while
the P2P network is used to exchange content among the different mobile
users who are part of the same group.
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Figure 4.2: Group Decision Framework - Server

4.3.1 Server
The central server contains the logic for group membership management as
well the segment scheduling. It obtains social and physical contextual information from the UIM mobility traces [48] and makes a decision regarding
the P2P groups. The UIM mobility traces consist of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
traces. A Wi-Fi trace file is a set of Access Point MAC addresses scanned
by the user at a given instant of time. Using clustering algorithms described
in [48], each set of Access Point MACs are assigned a location. The Bluetooth traces are MAC addresses of the mobile users present in the vicinity
of the user collecting the Bluetooth traces. The number of Bluetooth MACs
scanned at a given instant of time gives us information about the density of
users at a given location. Using these traces the server is able to calculate
the average duration of time spent by users at a given location, the list of
possible locations that a user may visit in the future, density of users at
different locations in the present and future instants of time, etc. Figure 4.2
represents the block diagram of the server.
1. Group Membership Management: Since the server schedules a file segment every epoch, mobile users register with the server after the completion of every epoch or after moving to a new location. The server
keeps track of all users scheduled and to be scheduled at different locations. The server runs the scheduler every T s and uses three modules
to form new groups:
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(a) Mobility Module: The mobility module uses the UIM mobility
traces to capture important aspects of the user - average duration
spent by a user at a given location, density of users at different
locations, future locations traversed by the user, etc. Based on
the past behavior of the user at a given location and number of
peers that a user may come in contact with in the future, the
server assigns groups and schedules non-overlapping file segments
accordingly. The average duration of time spent by a user at a
given location is used to give an indication to the server about the
current behavior of the user. The user may be moving through the
given location in a transient fashion or may be staying for at least
an epoch duration of time. By estimating the size of P2P groups
and downloaded file segments at future locations, the server can
schedule the right file segment at a given location.
(b) Overhead Module: It is often the case in P2P networks that certain peers request more content than they contribute to the P2P
network. The overhead module calculates the membership message overhead and file segment contribution of a new peer before
including a new peer as a group member. This helps the server prevent unnecessary overhead and bandwidth usage of certain peers.
(c) Deadline Module: Though the Dynamic Group Based Content
Distribution Framework allows for relaxed deadlines when scheduling file segments, we still need to disseminate content to registered
users in a reasonable time frame. The deadline module keeps track
of this final deadline and ensures that the entire file is sent to the
mobile user. Each deadline module also maintains a clock on the
duration of time spent in a given location. After every epoch registration, the server is able to estimate the amount of time the
user will remain at a given location. Using this information, the
server will not schedule mobile users if they are at the end of their
stay at a given location.
2. Segment Scheduling: Once the groups are formed based on the input
of the above described decision modules, the server allocates the file
segments to be sent to each P2P group. This function of the server also
uses input from the mobility module. In order to schedule chunks for
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each P2P group, the server finds the list of possible future locations of
each peer and ensures that non-overlapping file segments are scheduled
for peers in future P2P groups. This ensures the formation of large
P2P groups with non-overlapping file segments and reduces usage of
excessive server bandwidth.

4.3.2 P2P Network
The P2P network handles the initial peer registration and the subsequent file
segment exchanges (refer Section 2.7 and 2.8). The server sends each mobile
user a list of peers who are part of the same group. The peers exchange
group registration messages and request file segments from the peers in the
group. They also service file segment requests and enable segment exchanges
among all peers in the P2P network.

4.4 Implementation
In order to evaluate the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework, a centralized scheduling server and a mobile P2P network has been
implemented (refer Section 2.8). The centralized scheduling server was implemented using JAVA on a linux machine. Mobile clients were implemented
as Android applications on Nexus S, Nexus One and Samsung Galaxy devices. Each file of interest F is divided into segments (f1 , f2 , f3 , . . . ,fm )
of fixed size. Each epoch ei is responsible for the dissemination of multiple
file segment fi , fj , fk . . . . Each epoch ei begins with the registration of old
and new mobile users with the central server. The central server then forms
the P2P groups and schedules the file segments. The final step in the epoch
is the mutual exchange of file segment in the P2P network. The four main
steps in each epoch is explained in detail below.

4.4.1 Registration
Each mobile user ui registers with the central server with its current location
lui , file status as a bit array bui , duration of time already spent at this location
di and current group id gi . Upon registration of different users, both old and
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new, the server waits for a given time interval before beginning the group
formation process. This is to ensure that it is able to group as many users as
possible. The server begins the group formation and file segment scheduling
process every T s.

4.4.2 Group Formation
The server maintains a map for each user which lists the average duration
spent by a user at a location (lui , tav ). This duration is obtained after processing the mobility traces of the UIM tool. Every T s the server initiates
group formation. For the set of registered users that the server has at the beginning of the T s interval, the server finds all users at a common location. If
the average duration of all the users at a location is within the epoch interval
and the peer overhead is within a given threshold, the users are assigned the
same group. The final deadline of each peer is also taken into consideration.
If the deadline of the file download is less than two epochs, the peer directly
downloads the remaining file segments from the server.

4.4.3 File Segment Scheduling
The server processes the UIM tool mobility traces to also obtain the possible
future locations traversed by a user. Using the mobility traces, we obtain
a list of future locations that a user visits given the current location. Each
future location is associated with a probability value based on the number
of times that the user visits the location in the future after staying in the
current location. Hence the server maintains a second map which lists the
set of future locations and associated probability values given the current
location lui of the user (lui , lj1 = pj1 , lj2 = pj2 ). The server uses the list
of future locations for each group to schedule non-overlapping file segments.
This ensures that when peers meet at future locations, there are sufficient
non-overlapping file segments to form P2P groups with low bandwidth and
processing power overhead.
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Figure 4.3: Experimental Setup

4.4.4 P2P File Segment Exchange
The P2P network is formed once the mobile users register with the server and
receive their group assignment and file segments. The peers in the network
request file segments from the other peers in the network. Each peer also
sends requested file segments to different peers in the network. In the current
implementation, each peer is allowed to request all required chunks from the
P2P network in a round robin fashion. However if there are too many peers
in the system, we can limit the number of file segments to be requested by
each peer. This can prevent multiple requests to a single peer for any given
file segment.

4.5 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the dynamic group based content distribution framework
implemented using a central server and group of mobile devices, we consider
a simple scenario of three mobile users moving from location 0 and location
1 to location 2.

4.5.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup (Figure 4.3) consists of a linux laptop running 10.04LTS
as the server. Samsung Galaxy, Nexus S and Nexus One are the three mobile
devices running Android OS 2.1 and higher. The Wi-Fi network is used to
communicate with the server and among the mobile devices. For the P2P
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Figure 4.4: Bandwidth Overhead
network, the access point is used to connect the devices as opposed to any
ad hoc connections. A file of size 120 kB with fixed segment sizes of 2 kB is
used. Each epoch interval is set to be 12 s. The interval is set at 12s since
the average time taken by the central server to form groups and schedule
segments is about 6-8 s. We consider a scenario where three peers are interested in downloading a file of 6 segments. At epoch 1, peer 1 and peer 2
are present at location 1, Peer 3 is present at location 0. At epoch 2, peer
1, peer 2 and peer 3 meet at location 2. The group formation and segment
scheduling is evaluated under two instances: 1) the server has no knowledge
of the future locations and average duration spent by each peer at a given
location, i.e., the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework is
not used, 2) the server uses the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework to make decisions about group formation and segment scheduling. The bandwidth overhead and download time is evaluated using these
two instances.

4.5.2 Results: Bandwidth Overhead
We compare the additional bandwidth that the server and peers utilize when
users are grouped and scheduled without using the Dynamic Group Based
Content Distribution Framework. In Figure 4.4, we notice the additional
bandwidth used in each of the three epochs. In epoch 1, the server receives
the registration request for users 1,2 and 3. Since users 1 and 2 are in the
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same location, the server schedules segment 0 and segment 1. User 3 is
present at a different location. Since the server does not have any knowledge
about the possible future locations of user 3, it schedules segment 0 again.
This is represented by the 2kB bandwidth overhead seen in 4.4. In scenario
2, since the server knows that all three users will meet at location 2 in the
future, non-overlapping segments are scheduled for all three users.
In epoch 2, there is an unequal exchange of file segments since user 3 has
lesser number of file segments that user 1 and 2 are interested in. In Figure
4.4, the additional bandwidth that user 1 or user 2 will be subject to due to
requests from user 3 is represented by the 2 kB overhead in epoch 2 seen in
Figure 4.4.
Without the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework, some
peers will be forced to send more file segments than they receive. This results
in bandwidth and processing power overhead for a peer. It also results in the
peer remaining in the P2P network for longer than required since it is forced
to service all peers in the P2P network. In epoch 3, all peers request the remaining file segments from the server since overlapping segments are present
in the P2P network and the download deadline has been set to 4 epochs.
Each peer has one chunk that it is unable to obtain from other peers. This
is directly downloaded from the server. The server sends the same chunk to
all three peers. This additional bandwidth of 6 kB during epoch 3 is seen in
Figure 4.4.
Without the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework, additional server and peer bandwidth is used as well as extended file download
schedules. Considering the average duration of each user at a location helps
in decreasing the rate of churn since peers with low remaining durations at
a given location are not included in groups and scheduled accordingly.

4.5.3 Results: Download Time
In Figure 4.5 we see the difference in download times for a given peer when
downloading a file using the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework and without it. When mobile peers use Dynamic Group Based
Content Distribution Framework and register with the server, they are able to
download a larger number of file segments into the P2P network in a shorter
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Figure 4.5: Download Time
amount of time since the server schedules non overlapping file segments and
keeps track of the mutual file segment exchange. By using the Dynamic
Group Based Content Distribution Framework, the server is able to schedule
segment 0, segment 1 and segment 2 for peer 1, peer 2 and peer 3 in spite
of peer 3 being in a separate location. The predictive knowledge of future
locations that will be traversed by a peer ensure this assignment. The number
of epochs needed by each user decreases since each peer is able to obtain
a larger number of segments from the P2P network in each epoch. The
difference in download time that we observe is due to the additional epoch
required by each peer to request the remaining file segments from the server
when this predictive knowledge is not used during file scheduling.

4.6 Conclusion
The Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework uses the UIM
mobility traces to provide social contextual information and forms P2P groups.
Based on the P2P groups formed, content is scheduled and disseminated every epoch using the Sangam based content dissemination framework. Using
input from the three decision modules - mobility, overhead and deadline module - the central server uses the average duration of time spent by a user at a
given location, list of locations to be traversed by the user in the future, density of users in different locations, file download deadline, peer membership
overhead, etc., to schedule peers accordingly.
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Future work for the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework involves testing different scenarios over longer epochs and larger file
sizes. The location detection also needs to be designed to provide the indoor
location of the user with very fine granularity. The mobility traces can also be
updated with new mobility information of each user as the Dynamic Group
Based Content Distribution Framework receives mobile user registration data
every epoch.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this thesis we have developed protocols for content dissemination for static
and mobile P2P groups. Using existing mobility traces collected by the UIM
tool we have refined the existing socio-physical Situated Wireless Communities model and tried to answer questions relating to group mobility and
formation.
Recognizing that most mobile devices are equipped with multiple interfaces, in the first part of this thesis, we developed the Sangam framework
that would involve downloading a file over both the cellular and Wi-Fi links.
In scenarios where there is no infrastructure and co-located peers are interested in fast download of large files, the Sangam framework minimizes the
file download time. Using efficient chunk management policies based on resource information from the group of peers, the file chunks are assigned and
distributed accordingly among the group of peers.
We implemented the Sangam framework on Android phones in order to
compare and contrast the three chunk management policies: 1) equal chunk
assignment 2) chunk assignment based on battery level and 3) chunk assignment based on CPU speed. We obtained a decrease in download time of 50
s - 60 s by implementing equal chunk assignment and CPU speed approach.
Though the download time was slightly higher when we implemented chunk
assignment based on battery level, we were able to conserve the power level
of certain mobile devices ensuring the completion of the download process.
The Sangam framework assumed that the groups of mobile devices were
present in one location and had multiple radio interfaces. However we know
that users move from one location to another over the course of a day. In
order to account for the mobility of groups of users, we needed to study
different mobility patterns. In the second part of the thesis, we used the
mobility traces obtained from the UIM tool to help us understand group mobility characteristics. We applied grouping algorithms to the UIM data set to
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discern physical temporal and physical spatial behavior. Based on this observation we refined the existing socio-physical Situated Wireless Communities
model and attempted to infer fine-grained social and physical context of the
users. The refinement of the socio-physical model is crucial for the future
management of group mobility and development of mobile content dissemination protocols. Using this knowledge of group mobility, we attempted to
design a framework for content dissemination in dynamic P2P groups.
In the third part of the thesis we used the social contextual information obtained from the refined socio-physical SWC model and combined it with the
Sangam content dissemination framework for heterogeneous mobile groups
in order to construct a dynamic group based content distribution framework
for mobile P2P networks. The Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework is a decision framework which is used to determine the formation
of groups and schedule content for dissemination accordingly. For a given set
of users who are interested in the same content, the decision to form groups
is made globally by a centrally located server. The Dynamic Group Based
Content Distribution Framework uses the UIM mobility traces to provide social contextual information and forms P2P groups accordingly. The refined
socio-physical SWC model is used to provide information about the possible
density of users at different locations, movement of users at different times
during a given day, etc. The three decision modules - mobility, overhead and
deadline - are used by the central server to determine the average duration
of time spent by a user at a given location, list of locations to be traversed
by the user in the future, density of users in different locations, file download
deadline, peer membership overhead, etc., in order to form user groups and
schedule file download among the users accordingly. On forming P2P groups
based on the above social information, content is scheduled and disseminated using the Sangam framework. The evaluation of the Dynamic Group
Based Content Distribution Framework shows increased bandwidth overhead
and download time when the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution
Framework is not employed in forming the P2P groups.
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5.1 Future Work
In this thesis we have developed and evaluated protocols required for content
dissemination in static and dynamic P2P groups. Multiple radio interfaces
and mobility traces have aided in developing protocols that can be used efficiently to disseminate content to static and mobile P2P groups respectively.
However improvements can be made as part of our future work in the field
of group mobility and content dissemination for P2P groups.
The Sangam protocol uses coarse CPU and power calculations. The CPU
value sent to the server is the frequency of the CPU of the device. However
it might be interesting to observe how scheduling is performed when the
current download link capacity value is sent to the server. Accurate power
measurements obtained by using more advanced Android API’s might lead to
a better understanding of the current resource levels of the device. During the
development of the Sangam framework Android devices were not designed to
communicate over the ad hoc interface. However recently all Android devices
having operating systems 2.2 and above have their hardware so designed to
enable the use of the WiFi Direct Android API to communicate with other
mobile devices over their ad hoc interface. Using the ad hoc interface in
conjunction with WiFi and cellular interfaces to evaluate the static P2P
scenario will give us a good idea about the combined efficiency of multiple
interfaces. Using the Sangam protocol to stream a media file instead of a
single file download will also help us evaluate the download time efficiency
of the protocol.
The UIM protocol helped us refine the socio-physical SWC model and
facilitated the development of the content dissemination protocol for dynamic
P2P groups. However one of the issues with large scale data collection is the
storing of relevant and continuous data from devices. The process of location
assignment can be made to relate to actual locations with the help of tags. In
order to use different mobility traces to refine existing socio-physical models
the analysis of mobility traces should be designed to be a generalized mobility
data management tool. A GUI interface which helps the user specify the
different formats will be useful in loading different mobility traces. Using an
SQL database to aggregate and analyze different mobility traces to answer
queries relating to user movements, density of users at different locations,
etc., will help in creating a stronger mobility model. It might also help to
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assign a relevant probability value to identify the continuity and relevance of
the mobility traces collected.
The Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework uses the refined SWC model and content dissemination Sangam protocol to form P2P
groups and disseminate content. To improve the Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework it is necessary that all users are able to identify
their current location and inform the central server. Hence all locations need
to be identified using WiFi AP maps or any technology that provides very
fine granularity of location detection. Since we are dealing with mobile P2P
groups we can collect mobility traces of users and use it to fine-tune the
Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework. We can design the
mobility model of the group based content distribution framework to act as
a learning model with constant input of new mobility traces. The previously
mentioned improvements of the Sangam framework and Mobility model combined with Dynamic Group Based Content Distribution Framework will be
useful for designing and developing efficient content dissemination protocols
for static and mobile P2P groups in the future.
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